
Heroes and Legends 
 

The Abyss: Legends tell of a deep chasm somewhere in the world. At the bottom of this cavern 
live terrible, primordial monsters, waiting to find a way out and destroy the world of Men. 
Campfire tales speak of the Demogorgon, a two-headed monster that rules the Abyss. They say 
he is capable of swallowing men whole. 
 
The Beast and the Hunter: Legends tell of a primordial duo from the beginning of time. The 
Beast roams the wilderness in search of prey, only to be continually pursued by the Hunter. 
Songs often make light of the duo, describing the comical ways that the Beast outsmarts the 
Hunter. 
 
Caneros: Epic tales are told of Caneros, a heroic bard of the First Empire. His songs are still 
played by bards across the Realm. A statue of Caneros stands in the northern section of 
Princeholm College. 
 
The Earth Mother: The Earth Mother is said to be the mother of all humanoids, pregnant from 
the beginning of time, each time she gives birth, a new age begins. 
 
The Eldritch Knights: In the days of the First Empire, an order of spellcasting warriors 
flourished in Princeholm and beyond. They were wiped out during the Fall after aligning 
themselves with Venifer, the goddess of Magic. They are often figures of evil in folktales, but 
there are also stories of lone Eldritch Knights redeeming themselves by turning their backs to the 
Darkness. 
 
Larcen: Songs tell tales of a roguish character from the days of the First Empire. Legends say 
that he and his comrades stole treasure from a dragon’s hoard in the Ung-Drak Peaks. 
 
The Lost Arsaneum: Legends tell of a great store of knowledge, lost to the ages. Before the 
dark years of Tenebris, it was a place of worship for Arsa, the goddess of Science. Some say it 
was destroyed. Others say it was hidden away for Arsa’s return. 
 
Nero: Bards tell tales of Nero, the petty thief that won his way into the Apex Terraces by making 
a deal with the gods to release his soul from the Caverns of Solumus and allow him to steal a 
staff of power from an ancient, unnamed demon lord. 
 
Penren: An Edheladan ranger from the days of the First Empire, Penren was said to have 
stopped an invasion of giants by befriending their prince. 
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The Mariboli: The Sword Sea is full of monsters and terrors, but the biggest of them all is the 
Mariboli. She is supposedly a gigantic, blue-scaled squid who comes to the surface only once or 
twice in a century, attacking boats and coastal settlements. The Pishom call her Dronavet. 
 
Paggle Loofaledy: This gnome from the streets of Princeholm is said to have helped the city of 
Solomi fend off a major attack from a Harenom army. Bards say the battle turned when 
Loofaledy shot an arrow into the eye of the Harenom champion. 
 
Pit Goblins: Campfire tales tell of the cobalus, or pit goblins, that live in the darkness beneath 
human settlements, creeping into bedrooms at night, stealing babies and suffocating the sick or 
elderly. 
 
Sister Ciana Trent: The first female in the Lucite Order of Light was ordained about seven 
years ago. She became a legendary figure among young women in the Realm. With the Pope’s 
blessing, she became an adventurer, with a mission to fight darkness in the wilderness. She was 
last seen heading west on the First-Men’s Road over three years ago. 
 
 Lady Vela: This hero from the First Empire was known for her amazing--nearly 
supernatural--accuracy with a bow. Bards sometimes sing songs of Lady Vela while performing 
trick shots with knives, darts, or bows. 

 
Viatoros:  Known as “Everyone’s Friend,” this hero from the First Empire traveled throughout 
the Realm and found hospitality everywhere he went. Inns sometimes use his name as a symbol 
of hospitality, and a few seasonal ales have used his name and likeness. 
 
Aarak Zaam, the Liberator: Killed by opposing factions under the mountain, the dragonkin 
Aarak Zaam was pivotal in changing the standing of dwarves in the Mountain Kingdom. He has 
become a legendary figure for Dwarfkin, symbolizing freedom and equality. 
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